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1. Principles-based standards are ones which set out what should be achieved, 

but not how they should be achieved.  

Principle based approach is ideal to gauge the ISSAI compliance of a SAI as it will help 

SAI to achieve the objectives within its operational environment in which it operates 

while implementing the standards. But we also require supporting pronouncements to 

guide the SAIs and auditors, in application of such pronouncements for the individual 

audit engagements. Without proper application guidance, it would be exceedingly 

difficult for the SAIs to implement the standards. The standards will face the risk of 

remaining aspirational. It may also present difficulty in benchmarking the adherence to 

the standards.   

1.1. To what extent to do you think that the IFPP in its current form achieves this 
aim? 

In our considered, opinion, based on our discussions in GCC, ideally a good framework 

should contain an ideal mix of principle-based standards & application guidance.  As 

pointed out by the TSF assessment, the 100 series ISSAIs on Auditing Principles may be 

made more principal based to avoid redundancies and overlaps. The reason for such 

inconsistency is that these documents were developed at different points of time with 
limited public exposure and oversight. 

IFPP as a framework is a crucial step INTOSAI has taken to bring clarity in public audit 

standards. 

The analysis of the TSF is in the right direction. The output may be reflected upon. 

However, we may need to come out with the format of the ISSAIs, Principles, and 

application material & its drafting conventions. It should clearly demarcate the 

intention, scope, and content. INTOSAI should, prioritize removing the redundancies and 
inconsistencies in the framework. KSC commits itself to this task.  

2. The IFPP currently current contains principles in the form of INTOSAI-Ps 

(covering mostly organisational issues), as distinct from ISSAI principles 

covering audit issues. Do think this distinction between the different types of 

principles should be maintained, or if the framework would improve in clarity 

if it contained a single set of consistently conceived and presented principles?  

In the present setup the INTOSAI-Ps contains both Founding principle and the core 

principles. Before addressing the issue of having a single set of principles, we may explore 

the relevance of retaining these INTOSAI Ps.  

We may, then consider consolidating the auditing principles which are prerequisites for 
the proper functioning and professional conduct of SAIs without any ambiguities.  
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requirements to be taken into account by those who wish to prepare their own 

standards or follow those prepared by others, and additional detailed 

requirements in 2000, 3000 and 4000 for those who wish to implement the 

standards directly. The requirements set out in these two levels of documents 

are, of course, interlinked (and the issues connected with this approach set out 

in the interim report). Is this distinction necessary, or could the material be 

merged, and an indication given of the minimum?  

Each audit type is unique because of its objectives, criteria, approach, risk analysis, 

procedures, and reporting product. Therefore, the distinction at the audit type level will 

be better for the sake of understanding. 

Separate ISSAIs create an impression that three fundamental audit types are distinct. 

Kindly be advised that frequent changes in the framework may will reduce clarity.  

3.1. Is this distinction necessary, ? or could the material be merged, and an 
indication given of the minimum? 

The elaboration on pronouncements and bringing clear distinction and clarity between 

the auditing principles, will address the issues.  

 

4. The ISSAI framework is currently very extensive (some 260 pages), partly due 

to extensive amounts of repetition. Would you see benefits in clarity and 

application in slimming down the core framework (ISSAIs), in favour of 

extending guidance and good practice through GUIDs or other supporting 

material in a more dynamic and accessible way? 

Yes. GUIDs play a crucial role in supporting SAIs. However, brevity at the expense of 

clarity will be costly. We must recognise the peculiar nature, methods adopted by the 

governments across the auditing community for three types of audits conducted by the 

SAIs. Further, once the repetitions and inconsistency issues are addressed, clarity will 

arise. 

5. The current framework maintains a strict (clear) differentiation between 

currently defined audit ‘types’ (performance, compliance and financial audit) 

as if they are undertaken as distinct tasks. Does this reflect reality, or would 

reality be better served by recognising these as distinct types of audit 
objectives, a combination of which are often addressed in individual tasks? 

Please refer to our answer to  question 3 above . 

6. Do you believe that the content of the ISSAIs and GUIDs is easily identifiable, 

and it is clear what needs to be applied or used in what circumstances? Could 

accessibility be improved if the content was provided in a single online 
searchable resource, rather individual pdf documents?  

Yes, the drafting conventions has made this a possibility. Further elaboration on various 

types of contents in the Framework and sensitising the field auditors about the IFPP will 
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accessibility.  

7. In terms of financial audit objectives, the IFPP contains no requirements 

additional to those provided in the International Standards on Audit issued by 

IFAC, which contain increasing amounts of public sector-specific material. 

Should this have an impact on the way the IFPP presents its material on 

auditing financial statements or other financial information, and its content? 

International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) developed by IAASB incorporated as ISSAIs 

also contains Practice Notes developed by FAAS explaining how to apply each ISA in a 

financial audit in the public sector taking into consideration the additional audit and 

reporting responsibilities for public sector auditors. Practice notes are added wherever 

the public sector considerations are not addressed in the ISA. Hence placing of such 

ISSAIs in IFPP is relevant and such placement also addresses the issue of ease of 
accessibility to a public sector auditor.  

 

 


